
SnappyBling Iron-on Instructions 
                                      Celebrate the Sparkle! 

!!
1. Pre-wash & test your fabric.  Do not use fabric softener. 

Cotton & Cotton/poly, denim, canvas  fabrics work best. !
2. Pre-heat your iron to WOOL Setting – No Steam 

(Empty the water out of your iron). !
3. Place your shirt on top of a hard flat surface, such as a clean wood cutting board. 
4. Place a piece of Teflon sheeting or other non-sticky pressing cloth  inside your shirt, 

under the design. !
5. Remove the white backing paper from the design. !
6. Place the design in the desired position, sticky side of backing down on the shirt 

or garment. !
7. Place a pressing cloth, Teflon sheeting over the design.  !
8. Place your iron on top of the pressing cloth and design. Press and hold for 30-45 

seconds.  Apply medium pressure.  Some fabrics require an additional 15-30 seconds. !
9. If your design is larger than your iron move the pressing cloth with the iron and do one 

section at a time.  Do not worry about overlap.  Hint: Remember most irons have 
“Steam” holes. This area of the iron will not apply pressure to the rhinestud/stones.  
Move the iron as necessary. !

10. Let the plastic & design cool for 2-3 minutes. (Caution: HOT SURFACE). Once cool, peel 
away the plastic.  If there are any rhinestones sticking to the backing re-iron for another 
30-40 seconds.  Then repeat 8 & 9. !

11. Turn the garment inside out and apply heat to the back of the design area for 
approximately 30 seconds. !

12. Once the design is cool test by rubbing your fingers over the rhinestones/studs.  
If something is loose, re-iron. !

Hints: Designs adhere best when using a hard, flat surface. Designs can be cut apart to 
create unique motifs.  Trim the design with the backing paper on.  Consider adding a motif to 
a cuff, leg, sleeve or back of a shirt. Be Creative! !
Care Instructions: Turn garment inside out before washing. Use gentle cycle. 
We suggest line drying. !
Warning: This is not a toy and is not intended for small children. 
SMALL PARTS ARE CHOKING HAZARDS FOR CHILDREN. !!
Heat Press Instruction:  Use Teflon sheets inside and on top of the design. 
Set at 170’C or 348’F press with medium pressure for 20-25 seconds. 
COLD PEEL.


